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Red Wing® Lathes
26A and 26 Red Wing Lathe 
1/4 HP, 1725/3450 RPM two-speed lathe with low base or high base for use on top of 
laboratory bench. Maintenance free standard dental, tapered shafts—each includes a right 
and left chuck remover for easy removal of standard dental chucks.

 

 

26A-KIT and 26-KIT Red Wing Lathe 
1/4 HP, 1725/3450 RPM two-speed lathe with low base or high base for use on top 
of laboratory bench. Includes one 7L spindle on the left side for buffing wheels, and 
one #18 Atlas precision chuck on the right that can hold burs and mandrels up to 1/4” 
shank.
26A-Kit - Low Base 
26-Kit - High Base

Red Wing® Polishing Motors have been manufactured 
by Handler for over 100 years.
While providing a variety of horsepower ratings and 
speeds for the technician, Red Wing® motors are made 
in the U.S.A., ETL listed, and known the world over for 
quality, dependability and affordability. 
Precision turned shafts made of alloy steel and double 
shielded ball bearings ensure the smooth movement of 
shafts. 
Since 1920, Red Wing® motors have provided the 
precision and torque required by the dental and 
industrial trades. We are certain you will find Handler 
Red Wing® motors the most durable product for your 
lab or dental office.

26A-TS and 26-TS Red Wing Lathe
2 speed. 1/4HP Red Wing® Lathe. Complete with 7L (left) plus 7R (right) tapered 
spindles for polishing with Handler buffing wheel. 

26A-TS- Low Base 
26-TS - High Base

Typhoon Bur sand Cotton Buffs 
available for additional cost.

Red Wing Lathe with Chuk/Changer
Comes with factory-installed on the right side of a Model 26 Red Wing® Lathe. The 
the ultimate in chuck changing efficiency at both low and high lathe speeds, while 
obtaining the accuracy and speed of interchanging both 3/32” [2.4 mm] and 1/4” [6.4 
mm] burs, mandrels and chuck accessories while the lathe is in motion. 

16B - Low Base  
16B-1 - High Base 

Low base 4 1/2” [11.4cm] shaft height  
High base 6” [15.2cm] shaft height
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